
THE NELLY TABLE LAMP LAUNCHES AT 
DESIGNJUNCTION

LONDON,  The UK’s leading decorative lighting consultancy Cameron 
Peters Fine Lighting has announced its first in-house collection, 
beginning with the Nelly table lamp by BrogliatoTraverso, made with 
mouth-blown Murano glass, to be launched at designjunction 2016.

Entirely handmade in Venice, Nelly is composed 
of two separate glass forms. The lamp base is of 
white frosted mould-blown glass, while the “hat” 
is free-blown in translucent coloured glass. Sitting 
loose on top of the base, the hat is available in 
five colours: blue, green, brown, violet and grey. The 
lamp is 20cm high with a diameter of 17.5cm and 
uses an E14 LED bulb with a switch on the cable.

Nelly’s simple balanced form is reflective of its 
designers, BrogliatoTraverso; founded in 2012, the 
young studio has won a string of awards in its first 
five years and is celebrated for giving both precision 
and playfulness to functional objects. 

With its coloured glass blown on the Venetian island 
of Murano by renowned artisans NasonMoretti, 
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Nelly represents a rare opportunity to own a piece 
of contemporary design crafted in a tradition that 
dates back to the eleventh century. 

Medieval Venice protected its precious buildings 
from fire by moving all glass foundries to the 
island of Murano, where the skill of glass blowing 
quickly became world renowned. Founded in 
1923, NasonMorreti has continued the tradition of 
excellence into the twenty first century, specialising 
in vivid use of colour.   

Having specified decorative lighting to architects 
and interior designers for over a decade, the 
Cameron Peters Collections mark a new phase 
in the company’s operation, and the fruition of 
longstanding relationships with Europe’s most 
skilled manufacturers and artisans. The Nelly table 
lamp is the first of a series of designs to be launched 
in the next 24 months.

Cameron Peters founder Peter Younie comments: 
“We have, over the years, developed an unparalleled 
knowledge of decorative lighting, the value of light 
in interiors, and the traditions of manufacture. Our 

particular wish in curating our own collection was 
to make rare and venerable craft traditions, such as 
Murano glass, accessible to more people through a 
contemporary and affordable product.

“When Federico of BrogliatoTraverso first showed 
us the concept, he said the design would be like 
your little best friend. Our company dog has a 
beloved best friend called Nelly, so we already 
knew what our light would be called!”

The Nelly table lamp will be launched at 
designjunction during the London Design Festival 
2016, and will be available to purchase in the UK 
from 2017 from £260 inc VAT.  Stockist information 
on request.

 - ENDS - 

Cameron Peters Collections, Stand B22b 
Ground Floor, Cubitt Square

designjunction, 1 Granary Square, 
London N1C 4AA

22 - 25 September 2016 

For images, viewings, further information and interviews,  
please contact Victoria Murray and Nick Wiltshire at &PR. 
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About Cameron Peters Fine Lighting

Founded in 2004 by Cheryl and Peter Younie, Cameron 
Peters is the UK’s leading consultancy on decorative lighting 
to the interior design and architecture industry. With over a 
decade of continual assistance in the specifying and supplying 
of lights for clients and projects, the company has unparalleled 
knowledge of the top manufacturers, which products are 
available in the market, suitability, lead times, after-sales care 
and how each light functions in space over time.  

With this deep knowledge of practical lighting, the company 
can advise on what is appropriate to any interior space, from 
period properties, outdoor areas, heavy-traffic hospitality, 
maritime, spa and leisure, cinemas and entertainment spaces. 

Peter Younie lectures on the principles of decorative lighting 
design and interiors to audiences that have included the KLC 
School of Design, the BBC Homes programme, the British 
Contract Furnishing Association, the Grand Designs exhibtion 
and 100% Design exhibition. Peter also offers CPD-standard 
lectures to design and architectural practices. 

In 2016, the company launched its own family of lighting 
products, the Cameron Peters Collections, which will be sold 
through selected retail partners and also made available to 
architects, interior designers and specifiers. 

www.cameronpeters.co.uk

About BrogliatoTraverso

BrogliatoTraverso design studio was established in 2012 
by Alberto Brogliato and Federico Traverso. Both founders 
are graduates of leading Italian school of architecture, 
Università Iuav di Venezia, majoring in product design and 
communications. 

Brogliato swiftly gained project management experience as 
Head of Design for Plust Collection, working with globally 
celebrated designers gaining highly technical knowledge 
of plastic materials. Brogliato frequently lectures at various 
universities and design schools. After graduating, Traverso 
studied the art of glass in Murano as an assistant to Japanese 
artists Masuda Hiromi and Tsuchida Yasuhiko. After meeting 
with designer Yu Nara, Traverso moved to Japan to launch his 
first independent collections. In 2007 Traverso returned to 
Italy to found architecture practice On_Office Architettura, 
while continuing a portfolio of product design.

Recognising a unique shared philosophy, the two designers 
decided to work together when they first met. Centred on 
the understanding that to be a designer is a great privilege, 
BrogliatoTraverso gives life to the objects that surround 
people while maintaining a professionalism, technical 
expertise, and passion for research and innovation. This vision 
has allowed the studio to receive some of the most important 
international design prizes in its first five years, inclduing as 
Red Dot design award, Good Design award, iF design award, 
and Young & Design.

With their early products noted for appearing playful and 
expressive. BrogliatoTraverso now pursues a user-oriented 
and functional design approach, characterised by clean lines 
and neutral balanced shapes. This unique design language has 
led to projects with renowned brands such as F.lli Guzzini, 
Infiniti, Diamantini&Domeniconi, Myyour, Torremato, Smalvic 
and many others.

brogliatotraverso.com
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About NasonMoretti

NasonMoretti was founded in 1923, during a period of 
great success for Italian visual arts, seen as a groundbreaking 
contrast to the artistic trends of the time. The creation of its 
unique chalices and glasses made the company the undisputed 
benchmark for the Venetian “art of the table”. It has since laid 
the tables of the most prestigious institutions and ordinary 
households alike; each sharing a taste for refinement. 

NasonMoretti’s fame spread nationally and internationally 
during the Fifties, until 1955 when the firm won the second 
edition of the Compasso d’oro Award.

NasonMoretti’s peculiarity is its ability to represent a cultural 
avant-garde, to pick up influences and fusions typical of the 
world of art and design. This characteristic has promoted 
numerous collaborations with famous Italian and international 
fashion brands such as Valentino, Giorgio Armani, Bottega 
Veneta and Hermès, but also with jewellery stores like Tiffany 
& Co., and restaurants such as Harry’s Bar and Gualtiero 
Marchesi.

www.nasonmoretti.it
@NasonMoretti

About designjunction

designjunction is a leading exhibition for contemporary 
interior design and culture, held annually in London and New 
York. The flagship show takes place in London as part of 
the London Design Festival each September – where more 
than 200 contemporary brands present their new collections 
to an international audience of architects, interior designers, 
retailers and media. In 2015, the five day exhibition attracted 
more than 26,000 visitors through its doors.

thedesignjunction.co.uk
@_designjunction

Media enquiries for designjunction:
Lucy Price or Jeffrey Cheung
E: designjunction@carocommunications.com
T: +44 (0)20 7713 9388
W: www.carocommunications.com @carocomms
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